Step 1: Find an even piece of ground, stake out your tent and assemble the poles. Assemble Eye Pole by inserting long end of one pole into hub of other pole, repeat for opposite side to complete Eye Pole.

Step 2: Insert the pole tips into the grommet at each corner creating X frame, insert Eye Pole tip into side grommet, flex over X frame and insert into opposite grommet.

Step 3: Starting at the center of the tent, connect the Clip-Locs™ to poles. Then work your way around the tent securing the remaining RCT Swift Clips™ to the tent poles. Attach Jakes Corner™ at all four corners of tent.

Step 4: Drape fly over tent, attach Interloc™ buckles to tent body. Insert vestibule pole in pole sleeve and insert ends into grommets. Attach rain fly grommets to underside of pole tips. Insert AirLift Vent pole into sleeve at top center and attach ball cap buckle to pole ends. Stake out the vestibules and guy out.

Mountain Meteor 2 & 3-Pitching Instructions

In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” before embarking on your wilderness adventure. For more helpful tips, go to www.sierradesigns.com/tents.html

Package Includes: Tent Body, Rain Fly, 5 Poles, 1 Air Lift Vent Pole, 4 Jakes Corner Poles, 12 Guy Cords, 9 Tent Stakes, 1 Pole Sack & 1 Stake Sack.